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Abstract—The automatic extraction of drug side effects from
social media has gained popularity in pharmacovigilance. Information extraction methods tailored to medical subjects are
essential for the task of drug repurposing and finding drug
reactions. In this article, we focus on extracting information about
side effects and symptoms in users’ reviews about medications in
Russian. We manually develop a real-world dataset by crawling
user reviews from a health-related website and annotate a set of
reviews on a sentence level. The paper addresses the classification
problem with more than two classes, comparing a simple bagof-words baseline and a feature-rich machine learning approach.
Index Terms—drug side effects, text mining, social media,
machine learning, Russian

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the main tasks of pharmacology is drug repurposing.
Drug repurposing is the use of existing drugs for the treatment
of diseases which is not included initially in indications for
use of this drug. This approach is cheaper and faster than
developing a new drug since clinical trials are simplified in
that case [1], [2]. According to the USA Food and Drug
Administration1 , 279 drugs from 6733 were repurposed from
1998 to 2016 years. The example of such cases is the use of
erythromycin antibiotic for the treatment of gastric motility
disorder or use of an anti-emetic drug thalidomide for the
treatment of multiple myeloma. For drug repurposing, it is
necessary to identify new side effects from drugs, both beneficial and adverse effects. This is a challenging task since
it is impossible to try all of existing drugs for each disease
due to the lack of necessary information and the need for a
large amount of time [3], [4]. In addition, the detection of
new possible adverse drug reactions is also an important task,
since unexpected adverse effects can harm the patient’s health
or life.
One of the methods for detecting new side effects for drugs
is the analysis of the texts from social media with using natural
language processing (NLP) methods [5], since patients may

discuss their problems after taking drugs in various healthrelated forums and social networks. The studies of extracting
new side effects from social media are mainly devoted to
extracting new adverse drug reactions (ADR) [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13] and are seldom extends to detect
beneficial effects of drugs (BNE) [14], [15]. Basically, these
studies are conducted for English texts. In this work, we begin
to fill this gap, providing first results for Russian health social
media.
We created real world dataset by crawling the forum
Otzovik and manually annotated each sentence of review’s
text with one of the labels: beneficial effect, adverse effect,
symptom, and the other and considered this problem as a
classification task. Classification methods can remove noise
information automatically and detect if the text contains mentions of side effects or not. We also propose an approach for
classifying sentences based on machine learning with a set of
features that improve the classification results.
II. R ELATED WORK
There are many studies on the extraction of adverse drug
reactions from reviews in social networks, as evidenced by
a number of reviews on this topic [5], [16], [17], [18]. In
these studies, various approaches are used to identify adverse
reactions in user reviews. The most widely used method is
a dictionary-based approach [6], [7], [8], [10], [19], [20].
Dictionaries include adverse drug reactions extracted from
instructions for the use of drugs, records of clinical trials
and user reviews from health-related forums. The most wellknown and frequently used dictionaries for English language
are COSTART2 , CHV3 , MedEffect4 , UMLS5 , MedDRA6 ,
SIDER7 . There are also rule-based methods [21], [22] that
identify the most common constructs of sentences that may
2 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/COSTART
3 http://www.consumerhealthvocab.org/
4 http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/medeff/index-eng.php
5 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
6 http://www.meddra.org/

1 https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/

7 http://sideeffects.embl.de/

indicate a description of adverse drug reactions. Most of
the studies describe approaches with using machine learning
techniques. In [8], [14], [17], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
authors applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) In [11], [12],
[21], [28], Conditional Random Fields and random forest
method were used. The most popular features for machine
learning are n-grams, parts of speech tags, semantic types from
UMLS, the number of negated contexts, the belonging lexiconbased features for ADRs, drug names, and word embeddings. Existing studies show that features based on sentiment
analysis, subjectivity analysis, topic modeling, and polarity
classification can be used to improve results of ADR detection
[29]. Recently, several studies have employed convolutional
neural networks for ADR classification [13], recurrent neural
networks for extraction of ADRs [30], and a encoder-decoder
network for ICD coding [31]. In [32], [33], [34], authors
explored convolutional neural networks for predictions of
demographic attributes based specifically on medical reviews.
For the development and testing of methods, there are
several publicly available corpora were created: a corpus of
adverse drug event annotations (CADEC) [35], a corpus of
tweets [29], [36], a dataset of reviews about treatment for
breast cancer [37], a corpus of clinical notes in Russian
[38]. CADEC consists of AskaPatient (http://askapatient.com)
medical forum posts in English. It includes the following
annotations: Drug, Symptom, Adverse effect, Disease, and
Finding. The Twitter corpus was developed by Diego Lab and
contains 10,822 tweets about health in English. Each tweet
was labeled whether tweets text contains the information about
adverse drug reactions. In [37], authors annotated the dataset
of user reviews for five commonly used breast cancer drugs
from three health-related sites: askapatient.com, drugs.com,
and drugratingz.com. The reviews were annotated for ADRs.
Annotated corpus of clinical notes in Russian was created by
Institute for System Analysis of Russian Academy of Sciences
[38]. The corpus consists of clinical free-text notes in Russian
of patients with allergic and pulmonary disorders. It includes
the following annotations: Disease, Symptom, Drug, Treatment, Body Location, Severity, Course and related attributes
such as Negation, Conditional, Effect, etc. However, there is no
information about side effects experienced by patients during
treatment.

III. DATA
We created the annotated dataset of patient reviews about
drugs collected from the Otzovik forum8 . The annotation was
made by specialists in the field of medicine. The corpus is
based on 580 reviews about antiviral, immunosuppressive,
sedative, soporific drugs and nasal sprays. We based on annotation instruction from [14]. We splitted the texts of reviews on
sentences with using Texterra system9 [42] and marked each of
them with one of a label: Indication, Beneficial effect (BNE),
Adverse drug reaction (ADR), Other. The sentences with label
Indication contain the symptoms and diseases of patients,
that was the reason to take the drug. Indications contain the
necessary information since the presence of various diseases
in a patient could be the reason for side effects of taking
a drug. BNE describes the effects of patient and recovery
cases after taking a drug. Sentences with ADR labels describe
deterioration in the state of patient health. Other sentences are
not characterized as one of the above. For further evaluation,
we removed sentences that could be annotated with two labels:
Indication + ADR, Indication + BNE or ADR + BNE due to
a small number of examples (69 cases). The statistics of the
dataset and examples of sentences from different classes are
presented in Table I and II. In future work, we plan to annotate
the data on the entity-level and after that count the agreement.
Table I
T HE NUMBER OF SENTENCES WITH EACH LABEL AND REVIEWS ,
CONTAINS SENTENCES WITH EACH LABEL ( ONE REVIEW MAY CONTAIN
SENTENCES FROM DIFFERENT CLASSES ).

Sentences
Reviews

BNE
335
239

ADR
279
185

Other
4 488
579

Total
5 748
580

Table II
T HE EXAMPLES OF SENTENCES BELONGING TO DIFFERENT CLASSES WITH
TRANSLATION TO E NGLISH .
Label
Indication

BNE
ADR

There are a number of studies by Russian research groups
on corpus-based linguistic resources in Russian or processing
of medical texts. In [39], Solovyev and Ivanov defined a set of
necessary linguistic resources for event extraction task from
Russian texts. In [40], a system that extracts data on the
patient’s condition from the texts of clinical trials and results
of analyses is described. The system use rule-based approach.
The article [41] is devoted to the problem of extracting
aspect terms from user reviews about medicines in Russian.
The authors created the annotated corpus and applied neural
networks for experiments. However, their system and the
corpus are not described in detail and not publicly available.

Indication
646
409

Other

Example
Я пользуюсь свечами по 1 000 000 МЕ как для
профилактики, так и для лечения ОРВИ.
I use candles for 1 000 000 ME for both prevention
and treatment of cold.
Прием мелаксена помог наладить сон.
Taking of Melaksen helped to establish a sleep.
Стала спокойной даже чересчур, на работе
стала тупить, коллеги сказали что я какая то
заторможенная, все время клонит в сон.
I became calm even too much, at work began
to blunt, colleagues said that I am a little bit
inhibited, want to sleep all the time.
Время использования: месяц Стоимость: 150
руб.
Duration of use: month. Cost: 150 rub.
Общее впечатление : Снотворное донормил
может вас удивить, но не всегда приятно
General impression: sleeping pill Donormyl can
surprise you, but not always pleasantly

8 http://otzovik.com
9 https://api.ispras.ru/products

IV. A PPROACH FOR S ENTENCE CLASSIFICATION

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

We applied a machine learning model based on Linear SVM
with different sets of features described below to classification task. The methods were implemented with LinearSVC
class from the scikit-learn library 10 with parameter class
weight=‘auto’ due to the class disbalance in annotated data.
We applied the following set of features:
• Bag of Words ( BOW ): we used unigrams and bigrams
with tf-idf transformation.
• Part of Speech (pos): we identified the part of speech of
each word with using Texterra and counted the number
of nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives.
• Word embedding (emb): we used ruscorpora vector representation from RusVectores resource11 [43]. We calculated the average of the vectors for each token of a
sentence and applied it as a feature.
• Sentiment feature (sent): we used RuSentiLex [44] lexicon and applied features for sentiment analysis described
in [45].
• Polarity feature (pol): we defined the sentiment polarity
of the sentence with using Texterra12 and gave for positive
sentences value 1, for negative value -1 and 0 for neutral
polarity sentences as a feature.
• Disease lexicon (dis): we collected manually a list of
diseases and symptoms from various resources, including
medication instructions and used the presence of these
diseases in a sentence as a feature.
• Drug name presence (drug): we collected the list of drug
names from different internet resources and applied the
presence of the name of the drug from these list in a
sentence as a feature.
• Pointwise mutual information (pmi): we counted PMI for
the large corpus of user reviews collected from Otzovik
forum and used the PMI score, maximum and minimum
values as the feature.
Word embedding vectors have a dimension 300 and obtained
by training on Russian National Corpus13 with using the
Continuous Skip-Gram algorithm. It contains 184 973 words.
In order to count PMI we used 80698 unlabeled reviews from
forum otzovik.com preprocessed with using MyStem library14 .
Following state-of-the-art approaches for sentiment analysis,
we compute a score for each token w with using 80698
unlabeled reviews from forum otzovik.com.

We performed pre-processing by lower-casing and lemmatization all words with using Texterra. We tested the method on
the 5-folds cross-validation and computed macro-averaged recall (R), precision (P) and F1-measures (F). Table III presents
the results of classification for 4 classes for different sets of
features. According to the results, the most significant features
are word2vec, polarity and disease lexicon. The combination
of them obtained the maximum value of the macro F-measure
56.4%. We also tried different types of binary classification.
The results for binary classification BNE, ADR, Indication
versus Other are presented in Table IV. In that case, the
most significant features are part of speech tags, word2vec,
disease lexicon and PMI and the greatest value of F-measure
is 73.3%. The results of other binary classifications with the
best set of features are performed in Table V. We note that our
classification algorithms may be limited in their performance
on our highly unbalanced corpus. Class Other contains 78%
of the total number of sentences.

score(w) = P M I(w, pos) − P M I(w, neg),
P M I(w, neg) = log

p(w, neg)
,
p(w) ∗ p(neg)

where P M I is the pointwise mutual information, pos and
neg denote all reviews with star ratings greater or less than 3,
respectively.
10 http://scikit-learn.org/
11 http://rusvectores.org/ru/
12 https://api.ispras.ru/products
13 http://www.ruscorpora.ru/index.htm
14 https://tech.yandex.ru/mystem/

Table III
5- FOLD CROSS - VALIDATION PERFORMANCES OF L INEAR SVM MODEL
WITH DIFFERENT GROUPS OF FEATURES FOR 4 CLASSES .
Folds (F1 -measure)
Features
1
2
3
4
5
bow
.567 .543 .537 .569 .502
bow, pos
.564 .550 .542 .560 .509
bow, dis
.556 .550 .550 .586 .524
bow, w2v
.574 .553 .551 .551 .551
bow, pol
.566 .545 .538 .538 .511
bow, sent
.567 .546 .537 .569 .502
bow, drug
.565 .543 .538 .570 .501
bow, pmi
.555 .532 .535 .564 .508
bow, dis, w2v
.556 .553 .542 .586 .541
bow, dis, w2v, pos
.581 .545 .551 .589 .522
bow, w2v, pos
.588 .553 .547 .566 .530
bow, w2v, pol, dis
.564 .557 .552 .589 .538
bow, w2v, pol, dis, pmi .562 .558 .558 .594 .551
all features
.582 .557 .547 .590 .540

av. F
.544
.544
.550
.559
.547
.545
.544
.538
.556
.558
.557
.561
.565
.564

Table IV
5- FOLD CROSS - VALIDATION PERFORMANCES OF OUR METHOD WITH
DIFFERENT SET OF FEATURES FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION (Indication,
BNE, ADR) VERSUS (OTHER ).
Folds (F1 -measure)
Features
1
2
3
4
5
bow
.715 .713 .723 .719 .718
bow, pos
.724 .726 .713 .711 .722
bow, dis
.720 .724 .727 .720 .741
bow, w2v
.724 .727 .724 .722 .723
bow, pol
.711 .715 .724 .715 .719
bow, sent
.713 .713 .722 .721 .718
bow, drug
.716 .713 .725 .718 .719
bow, pmi
.716 .714 .721 .724 .722
bow, dis, w2v
.719 .731 .726 .730 .730
bow, dis, w2v, pos
.733 .733 .731 .726 .732
bow, dis, w2v, pos, pmi
.739 .730 .731 .724 .740
bow, dis, w2v, pos, pmi, drug .736 .730 .725 .728 .740
all features
.733 .730 .728 .724 .744

av. F
.718
.720
.727
.724
.717
.718
.718
.719
.728
.731
.733
.732
.732

We investigated the effectiveness of different lexicons and
resources, which was used to generate features. The lexicons

Table V
T HE 5- FOLD CROSS - VALIDATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BINARY CLASSIFICATIONS WITH THE BEST SETS OF FEATURES .
Method

Feature set
bow, pmi, dis,
pos, w2v, pol
bow
bow, pmi, pos,
w2v, pol
bow
bow, w2v, pmi
bow
bow, pmi, sent
bow

(BNE, ADR) vs. (Indication, Other)

(BNE) vs.(ADR, Indication, Other)

(ADR) vs. (BNE, Indication, Other)
(Indication) vs. (ADR, BNE, Other)

av. F1
.702
.695
.681
.670
.680
.674
.729
.727

Table VI
S UMMARY OF STATISTICS OF CONSIDERED LEXICONS .
Resources RuSentiLex

Disease
lexicon

unique
unigrams
unigrams

849
13466

Table VII
T HE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT WORD EMBEDDING MODEL FROM
RUS V ECTORIZERS RESOURCE FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION (Indication,
BNE, ADR) VS . (Other) ON 5- FOLDS CROSS - VALIDATION .

Ruscorpora
word2vec
model
3976

All

61

Drug
name
list
41

820

329

34108

65505

6209

coverage of corpus is presented in Table VI. As it can be
seen the largest coverage has Ruscorpora word2vec model the
others have a smaller coverage. This is the reason that the features based on these resources give a small increase in a task
of classification. We also created domain-specific vector representation and compared its effectiveness with different models
of word embedding from RusVectores resource. We collected
127 840 unlabeled user drug reviews from three resources:
otzovik.com, meduniver.com, and rusmedserv.ru. Each review
was lemmatized and lowercased. We used word2vec from
Gensim library to train embeddings on the obtained dataset.
We applied Continuous Bag of Words model with different
parameters and selected the best set of them: vector size
of 100, the length of the local context of 10, the negative
sampling of 10, vocabulary cutoff of 5. We refer to our
pre-trained vectors as RusDrugReviewsVec. The results of
binary classification (Indication, BNE, ADR) versus (Other)
for different word embedding models are presented in Table
VII. The results are quite close to each other. The greatest
value of F-measure was obtained with ruscorpora model and
our vectors, however, the combination of applied features
with ruscorpora vectors in classification task outperformed the
results of combination with RusDrugReviewsVec.
We have also performed the qualitative analysis of the
most representative n-grams for different classes.The results
for BNE and ADR classes are presented in table VIII in
descending order of feature weights. From the results, we can
see that for ADR class the most significant features contain
negation, diseases and the word ‘again’ indicating most likely
the return of the disease. The most significant n-grams for
BNE class contain words indicating the efficiency of the drug
(‘help’, ‘effective’) and words with a positive tonality (‘good’,
‘improve’).

bow,
bow,
bow,
bow,
bow,
bow,

ruwikiruscorpora
web
news
ruscorpora
ruscorpora 2017
RusDrugReviewsVec

Dictionary
392339
267540
194058
184973
173816
95013

Vector dim.
300
300
300
300
600
100

av. F1
.721
.722
.722
.724
.722
.724

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have made the first steps in the direction
of extracting drug reactions and medical conditions from usergenerated texts in Russian. We have presented the sentence
level annotated dataset of user reviews about medications
and the classification method based on supervised machine
learning. In order to improve classification performance over
a simple bag-of-words baseline, we have utilized different features including word embedding, disease terms, drug names,
and sentiment lexicons. We have improved the results on
1.5% and 2.1% for binary and multi-class classification tasks,
respectively. Our evaluation results indicate the need for a
strategy of handling class imbalance and the development
of domain-specific resources for analysis of medical texts in
Russian. We have made our resources and the source code
available at the GitHub repository15 . Future work will focus on
the development of linguistic resources in Russian. We believe
that new corpora and medical dictionaries will lead to a better
understanding of the informal language of patients on social
media.
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